### Scheduling Rules by Semester

**Edit/Drop/Change/Replace**
- **Edit** – Change term (Y/YS1/YS2)
- **Add Course** – Add new class
- **Drop** – Drop or Delete a class
- **Chng Sect** – Schedule change in same course
- **Replace** – Schedule change to different course

**Before Start of School**
- **Delete the Class** – No need to Drop

**After First Day of School – First Semester**
- **Drop the Class** – Change to YS1
- **Add the Class as Y or YS1 if semester only**

**Between Semester 1 & 2 - Student will START Semester 2 in NEW Class**
- **Drop the Class** – Change to YS1
- **Add the Class as YS2**

**AFTER Semester 2 has begun**
- **Drop the Class** – Leave as Y or YS2
- **Add the Class as YS2**